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Abstract: With persistent ocean exploration, the complexity of deep-sea intervention is gradually 
increasing. The deep-sea manipulator is the primary tool to complete complex intervention. The 
manipulator dexterity determines the complexity of the task it can perform. First, a dynamic dex-
terity evaluation method is proposed based on the kinematics and dynamics characteristics of the 
deep-sea manipulator. This method takes into account the dynamic torque boundary and Jacobian 
mapping constraint, which are different from terrestrial manipulators. The concepts of the dynamic 
dexterity ellipsoid and dynamic dexterity measure are defined. Second, the effect of viscosity re-
sistance on dexterity is analyzed. The viscosity resistance is optimized by selecting the most suitable 
compensation oil. Finally, the methods of dynamic dexterity evaluation and viscosity resistance op-
timization are verified by a simulated deep-sea experiment. The method proposed in this paper 
effectively improves the dynamic dexterity of the deep-sea manipulator by optimizing the viscosity 
resistance. The proposed method can also be used to evaluate and improve the dexterity of other 
underwater manipulators. 

Keywords: deep-sea manipulator; dynamic dexterity; viscous resistance optimization; simulated 
deep-sea experiment 
 

1. Introduction 
With further study of ocean exploration, underwater intervention tasks have gradu-

ally become more complex, and the dexterity of underwater robots is being studied. Typ-
ical examples of this type of robot include Ocean One [1], TRIDENT I-AUV [2], Aquanaut 
[3], and Haidou I [4] (Figure 1). This kind of robot breaks through the working mode of 
traditional underwater robots and has higher dexterity when performing underwater in-
tervention tasks. 

 
Figure 1. Haidou I underwater robot. (by Shenyang Institute of Automation) 
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These types of robots are equipped with one or more underwater manipulators to 
execute underwater intervention tasks. The dexterity of the underwater manipulator 
largely determines the intervention ability of these types of underwater robots. At present, 
underwater manipulators can be divided into hydraulic manipulators and electric manip-
ulators according to the driving mode, and both of them have mature commercial prod-
ucts [5]. However, the performance indicators of underwater manipulators are still rela-
tively simple, such as the degree of freedom, load capacity, weight, and arm length, and 
there is no quantitative index to evaluate the dexterity of an underwater manipulator.  

Figure 2 shows the deep-sea 6 d.o.f. electric manipulator developed by Shenyang In-
stitute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences [6,7]. This deep-sea manipulator has 
been attached to the Haidou I underwater robot to complete many intervention tasks on 
the seabed of the Mariana Trench and has been used to complete intervention at depths 
of more than 10,000 m for the first time in the world. However, as the designer of this 
deep-sea electric manipulator, we know only its basic performance indicators [8], and 
there is no way to quantitatively evaluate its dexterity. 

 
Figure 2. Deep-sea 6 d.o.f. electric manipulator. 

In terms of the dexterity evaluation of the manipulator, current research mainly fo-
cuses on the dexterity of industrial robots [9–11], and there are few related studies on the 
dexterity of deep-sea manipulators [12–14]. The dexterity evaluation is usually based on 
the kinematics or dynamics model of the manipulator [15,16]. Due to the particular oper-
ating environment of the deep-sea manipulator, it is not accurate to evaluate its dexterity 
using the existing methods, and the dexterity of the deep-sea manipulator needs to be 
studied comprehensively from the two aspects of kinematics and dynamics. 

The deep-sea manipulator is filled with insulating oil to compensate for the external 
water pressure, but this causes the motor and reducer of the joint to rotate in the oil, cre-
ating additional viscosity resistance [17,18]. Some experiments show that the viscosity re-
sistance obviously reduces the dynamic performance of the deep-sea manipulator [19,20]. 
Based on the theory of viscosity hydrodynamics, some previous work has studied the 
modelling of viscosity resistance, but is has not tried to give optimization methods [21,22]. 

This paper takes the deep-sea electric manipulator shown in Figure 2 as the research 
object and proposes a method of dexterity-based viscous resistance optimization. The 
main contributions of this paper are as follows: 
(1) A dynamic dexterity evaluation method of the deep-sea manipulator is proposed. 

This method considers the kinematic and dynamic characteristic of the deep-sea ma-
nipulator. 

(2) The effect of compensating oil viscosity on dexterity is studied. A practical viscous 
resistance optimization method is proposed. 

(3) The method proposed in this paper is verified by a simulated deep-sea experiment. 
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The main research contents of this paper include the following: In Section 2, the kin-
ematic and dynamic models of the deep-sea electric manipulator are established. In Sec-
tion 3, a dynamic dexterity evaluation method with dynamic torque boundary and Jaco-
bian mapping constraint is proposed based on the dynamic model. In Section 4, a viscosity 
resistance optimization method is proposed based on dynamic dexterity. In Section 4, a 
simulated deep-sea experiment is used to verify the proposed method. 

2. Mathematical Model 
2.1. Kinematics Modelling of the Deep-Sea Manipulator 

Figure 3 shows a three-dimensional model of the deep-sea electric manipulator, 
which has six degrees of rotation freedom and a clamp function. The weight of the ma-
nipulator is 65 kg, and the maximum load is 35 kg in the full extension state. The deep-
sea manipulator is suitable for all ocean depths known to humankind at present, and it 
uses oil-filled compensation to resist immense water pressure.  

Joint 1

Joint 2
Joint 3 Joint 6

Joint 4

Joint 5

 
Figure 3. Joint numbers of the deep-sea electric manipulator. 

Figure 4 shows the kinematic coordinate system of the deep-sea electric manipulator. 
Table 1 shows the kinematic parameters of the six joints of the manipulator. The kinematic 
model is established as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6eX A q A q A q A q A q A q=  (1)

 
where eX  represents the end-effector pose matrix, 1i

iA
−  represents the coordinate 

transformation matrix of adjacent joints, and iq  represents the joint angle position. 
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Figure 4. Kinematic coordinate system of the deep-sea manipulator. 

Table 1. Kinematic parameters of the deep-sea manipulator. 

Joints q  (deg) d  (mm) α  (deg) a  (mm) 
1 −30~90 0 90 130.4 
2 −30~90 138.2 0 641.8 
3 −90~30 0 90 220.2 
4 −90~90 442.6 −90 21.5 
5 0~90 0 90 −48.1 
6 −180~180 239.6 0 0 

2.2. Dynamic Modelling of the Deep-Sea Manipulator 
The dynamic model of the deep-sea electric manipulator based on the Lagrange 

method is established as [23] 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,M q q N q q q f q W q q g q O q τ+ + + + + =    
 (2)

where ( )M q  represents the inertia matrix, ( ),N q q  represents the centrifugal force 

and the Coriolis force, ( )f q  represents the frictional force, ( ),W q q  represents the 

hydrodynamic force, ( )g q  represents gravity, ( )O q  represents buoyancy, and τ  rep-
resents the joint driving torque. In the following sections, these variables are abbreviated. 

The hydrodynamics of the deep-sea manipulator include mainly additional mass 
force and water resistance [24,25]. The additional mass force is related to the acceleration 
of the manipulator movement, and the water resistance is related to the speed of the ma-
nipulator movement [26,27]. At present, it is usually calculated by the empirical equation 
[28,29] 

0 0

l l

R M W R W MW W W C r v vdl C A vdlρ ρ= + = +    
(3)

where RW  represents the water resistance, MW  represents the additional mass force, 

Wρ  represents the seawater density, RC  represents the water resistance coefficient, l 
represents the arm length, r  represents the arm radius, v  represents the velocity rela-
tive to fluid, MC  represents the additional mass force coefficient, and A  represents the 
area facing fluid.  

The deep-sea electric manipulator is filled with electric insulating oil to compensate 
for seawater pressure. However, high-speed rotation of the joint motor and reducer in the 
compensation oil leads to adverse viscous friction resistance. The low-temperature and 
high-pressure deep-sea environment results in an increase in the viscosity of the compen-
sation oil, which leads to a prominent increase in the viscosity friction resistance. This 
resistance reduces the output efficiency and dynamic characteristics of the joint. Consid-
ering the influence of the viscous resistance, the joint driving torque τ  in Equation (2) is 
further expressed as 

( )M VIτ η τ τ= −  (4)

where I  represents the reduction ratio vector, η  represents the efficiency vector, Mτ  

represents the motor output torque, and Vτ  represents the viscous resistance. The mod-

elling method of the viscous resistance Vτ  has been studied and verified in previous 
work [30]. 
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By substituting Equation (4) into (2), the complete dynamic model of the deep-sea 
electric manipulator is established as 

( )M VMq Nq f W g O Iη τ τ+ + + + + = −   (5)

3. Dynamic Dexterity Evaluation Method 
3.1. Dynamic Manipulability 

The dynamic model of a conventional manipulator is: 

Mq Nq f g τ+ + + =   (6)

Compared with Equation (5), the hydrodynamic force, viscous force, and buoyancy are 
excluded. 

The linear mapping relationship between the end-effector velocity and joint angular 
velocity is expressed as 

v Jq=   (7)

where J  represents the manipulator Jacobian matrix. By differentiating Equation (7), the 
end-effector acceleration is obtained as 

a Jq Jq= +    (8)

Equation (8) is substituted into Equation (6) to obtain 
1 1a JM JM Aτ− −= +  (9)

where 1A MJ Jq Nq f g−= − − −  . It can be seen from Equation (9) that the end-effector 
acceleration a  for a given configuration q  is obtained by the superposition of the con-
tributions of the joint torque τ  and the additional torque A . 

The joint driving torque is normalized as: 

1Tτ τ−=  (10)

where 1_ max 2 _ max 3_ max 4 _ max 5 _ max 6 _ maxdiag[ , , , , , ]T τ τ τ τ τ τ=  represents the normalized 

matrix, _ max _ .maxi i motIτ ητ=  represents the joint torque boundary, and _ .maxi motτ  
represents the joint motor torque boundary. At this point, a Euclidean norm form can be 
obtained as 

1τ ≤  (11)

The dynamic manipulability ε  of a conventional manipulator [31] is defined as 

{ }1 1 1a JM T JM Aε τ τ− −≡ = + ⇐ ≤   (12)

The dynamic manipulability ε  represents the set of achievable end-effector accel-
erations that can be obtained when τ  spans the set of all allowed joint torques. 

3.2. Dynamic Torque Boundary 
It can be seen from Equations (5) and (6) that the deep-sea manipulator is affected by 

additional hydrodynamic force, viscous force, and buoyancy. These factors reduce the ef-
fective joint torque and affect the normalized matrix in Equation (10). Considering the 
influence of these factors, the joint torque boundary of the deep-sea manipulator is mod-
ified as: 
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mod_ max _ max( )mot v I W Oτ τ τ η= − − −
 (13)

Considering the unique dynamic factors of the deep-sea manipulator, the modified 
joint torque boundary mod_ maxτ  changes dynamically with the joint motion state. 

Substituting Equation (13) into Equation (12), the dynamic manipulability of the 
deep-sea manipulator is obtained: 

{ }1 1
. . mod 1d s a JM T JM Aε τ τ− −≡ = + ⇐ ≤   (14)

where modT  represents the modified normalized matrix. 

3.3. Dynamic Dexterity with Jacobian Mapping Constraint 
Because the deep-sea manipulator discussed in this paper is non-redundant, Equa-

tion (14) can be solved to give 
1 1 1

mod modT MJ a T Aτ − − −= −  (15)

By substituting Equation (15) into Equation (11), the dynamic manipulability ellip-
soid is established as 

( ) ( )1 2 1 1
mod 1

T Ta JM A J MT MJ a JM A− − − − −− − ≤  (16)

Equation (16) represents the mapping relationship between the joint torque unit ball 
and end-effector acceleration ellipsoid. The positive definite ellipsoid core 

2 1
mod

TJ MT MJ− − −  is determined by the kinematic and dynamic parameters of the deep-
sea manipulator and uniquely determines the direction and length of the principal axis of 
the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid. 

The dynamic manipulability of the deep-sea manipulator represents the mapping 
between the joint torque and end-effector acceleration without considering the limit of the 
joint velocity boundary. The motion speed of a deep-sea electric manipulator is generally 
lower than that of a conventional manipulator, so the joint angular velocity boundary is 
an important index affecting the end-effector dynamic. 

In this paper, a dynamic evaluation method for the deep-sea electric manipulator 
with the Jacobian mapping constraint is proposed based on the dynamic manipulability, 
which is defined as dynamic dexterity. The basic principle of this method is to solve the 
constraint of joint velocity boundary on end-effector velocity by a Jacobian mapping rela-
tion and then synthesize the constraint and dynamic manipulability into a reachable space 
within a given time. 

The velocity constraint of the end-effector along the principal axis of the dynamic 
manipulative ellipsoid is established as 

1
max maxv E Jq−=   (17)

where E  represents the matrix containing all the eigenvectors of the dynamic manipu-
lative ellipsoid. 

The maximum reachable space of the end-effector within a given time is calculated 
by using the limit of velocity and acceleration along all directions: 

( )

( )

2
max max

max max max
max max

max 2
max

max max

( ) ,
2

,
2

v vt v a t v
a aDis
a t a t v

δ δ

δ δ


+ − >= 

 ≤

 
(18)
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where t  represents the given time. The mapping relationship between the end-effector 
displacement and joint torque under the joint velocity boundary is defined as the dynamic 
dexterity to provide a more accurate and quantitative index to evaluate the deep-sea ma-
nipulator. 

3.4. Dynamic Dexterity Ellipsoid and Dynamic Dexterity Measure 
The relationship between the dynamic dexterity ellipsoid and depth is shown in Fig-

ure 5. The dynamic dexterity ellipsoid of the deep-sea manipulator in a typical operating 
posture is obtained based on Equation (18). The physical significance of the ellipsoid rep-
resents the maximum reachable space of the end-effector in finite time. This finite time is 
artificially specified and is set to 1 s in this paper. The dynamic dexterity ellipsoid repre-
sents the ultimate performance of the kinematics and dynamics of the deep-sea manipu-
lator. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
 

Figure 5. Relationship between dynamic dexterity ellipsoid and depth. (a) Depth: 1m, compensat-
ing oil: No. (b) Depth: 1m, compensating oil: Yes.(c) Depth: 4500m, compensating oil: Yes. (d) 
Depth: 7000m, compensating oil: Yes. (e) Depth: 11,000m, compensating oil: Yes.   
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The dynamic dexterity measure is established as 

( )max1 max2 max3
1
3meanI Dis Dis Dis= + +  (19)

The max1Dis , max2Dis , and max3Dis  represent the length of the ellipsoidal principal 

axis. The meanI  is positively correlated with the volume of the dynamic dexterity ellipsoid 
and represents the mean reachable distance of the end-effector in finite time (1 s). The 
relationship between dynamic dexterity measure and depth is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Relationship between dynamic dexterity measure and depth. 

Depth Compensating Oil Dynamic Dexterity Measure 
1 m No 0.52 m 
1 m Yes 0.48 m 

4500 m Yes 0.40 m 
7000 m Yes 0.27 m 

11,000 m Yes 0.11 m 

4. Viscous Resistance Optimization 
As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the dynamic dexterity of the deep-sea manipulator de-

creases with the increase in depth. This is because the greater the depth, the higher the 
viscosity of the compensating oil. The high viscosity compensation oil leads to greater 
viscosity resistance and reduces the dynamic performance of the manipulator. 

Figure 6 shows the relation between the dynamic dexterity and the compensatory oil 
viscosity, and the dexterity is negatively correlated with the oil viscosity monotonically. 
The compensation oil with low viscosity and small viscosity–pressure coefficient is of 
great significance to ensure the dexterity of the deep-sea manipulator. 

 
Figure 6. Relationship between dexterity and oil viscosity. 

The viscosity resistance optimization is regarded as an analytical optimization prob-
lem focusing on engineering rather than a mathematical optimization problem. This paper 
studies the dynamic dexterity with three different viscosity oils as compensation oil. Table 
3 shows the relationship between oil viscosity and depth (pressure), where the synthetic 
oil is a homemade mixture of kerosene and transformer oil. It can be seen from this table 
that the synthetic oil has significantly lower viscosity at all depths (pressures) and is most 
suitable for compensating oil. 
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Table 3. Relationship between oil viscosity and depth (pressure). 

 22# Hydraulic Oil 10# Hydraulic Oil Synthetic Oil 
0 m (0 MPa) 157 cSt 50 cSt 4 cSt 

4500 m (45 MPa) 496 cSt 94 cSt 7 cSt 
7000 m (70 MPa) 857 cSt 135 cSt 11 cSt 

11,000 m (110 MPa) 2250 cSt 270 cSt 20 cSt 

5. Experiment 
5.1. Experimental Method 

Because an actual deep-sea experiment is very expensive, a pressure tank is used to 
simulate the deep-sea experiment environment. As shown in Figure 7, the deep-sea ma-
nipulator is placed in the pressure tank. The master manipulator controller is connected 
with the deep-sea manipulator through a watertight cable. The master manipulator con-
troller can also record the motion data of the deep-sea manipulator in real time. The mon-
itor shows the motion of the manipulator in the pressure tank. 

Watertight cable 

Master manipulator 

Monitoring 

Pressure tank 

Deep-sea manipulator

 
Figure 7. Simulated deep-sea experiment. 

In the process of the simulated deep-sea experiment, the pressure inside the pressure 
tank varies from 0 to 115 MPa, simulating the pressure environment from the surface to 
the deepest point of the ocean. The compensation oil of the deep-sea manipulator adopts 
22# hydraulic oil, 10# hydraulic oil, and synthetic oil, respectively. 

The physical meaning of the dexterity indicator is the reachable space of the end-
effector in a limited time at the current pose. In the process of the simulated deep-sea 
experiment, the experimental data of dexterity are obtained by testing the average dis-
tance of the end-effector moving in multiple directions in a finite time (1 s). The experi-
mental process is tested under the limit of the kinematic and dynamic practical perfor-
mance of the deep-sea manipulator. 

5.2. Experimental Results 
The experimental results are shown in Figure 8. The figure shows the relationship 

between dexterity and pressure when three different compensation oils are used in the 
deep-sea manipulator. The theoretical value of the dynamic dexterity is calculated from 
Equation (19). The experimental value is tested and obtained according to the physical 
definition of dynamic dexterity. In the figure, discrete points represent experimental data, 
and continuous lines represent theoretical data. 
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Figure 8. Experimental results of the dynamic dexterity. 

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the deviation between the experimental value and 
the theoretical value is small. The root mean square error is 0.03 m, which indicates that 
the dynamic dexterity evaluation method proposed in this paper is accurate enough. By 
comparing the dexterity of different viscosity oils, it is shown that the oil viscosity has 
obvious influence on the dynamic dexterity of the deep-sea manipulator, and the self-
made synthetic oil with lower viscosity has the least influence on the dexterity, which is 
the most suitable for the use of compensation oils. 

6. Conclusions and Discussion 
A viscous resistance optimization method based on dynamic dexterity of a deep-sea 

manipulator is proposed in this paper. The dynamic dexterity evaluation method consid-
ers the special kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the deep-sea manipulator. A sim-
ulated deep-sea experiment shows that the proposed dynamic dexterity evaluation 
method is accurate enough, and the viscosity resistance optimization method is effective. 
The method presented in this paper is universal and can be used to evaluate and improve 
the dexterity of other underwater manipulators. 

More dexterous manipulators are urgently needed for complex deep-sea intervention 
tasks. Based on the method proposed in this paper, the dexterity optimization can be fur-
ther applied to the mechanical design, control algorithm, and trajectory planning of deep-
sea manipulators, and the dexterity operation ability of the deep-sea manipulators will be 
comprehensively improved. Furthermore, the proposed method can also be extended to 
the dexterity evaluation of underwater vehicle manipulator systems. 
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